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Meeting Minutes 

Kekaha Host Community Benefits Fund 
Meeting No. 51 

Kekaha Neighborhood Center, Kekaha, Kauai, HI 
April 21, 2014 

Meeting Time:  7:30 pm – 9:30 pm 
 

CAC Attendees Present: Chair, Bruce Pleas; Vice-Chair, Vacant; Robert Jackson, Treasurer; Evelyn Olores, Thomas Nizo, Myra 

Elliott, Stanley Lazaro and Tony Ricci 
Absent: Big Boy Kupo 

Non-Voting Members Present:  Beth Tokioka, Yvonne Hosaka 

Agenda Item Minutes Action 

I.  Call To 

Order/Roll Call 

Meeting Called to order by Chair Bruce Pleas.   

Roll Call:  Present:  Bruce Pleas, Robert Jackson, Stanley Lazaro, Thomas 
Nizo,  Myra Elliott, Evelyn Olores and Tony Ricci arrived 7:40 pm 

Absent:  Big Boy Kupo (Excused) 

Meeting Called to order at 

7:35 pm 

II.  Approval of 
Agenda 

Stanley moved to approve the agenda.  Seconded by Thomas.  No 
discussion. 

Motion to approve Agenda.  
All in favor.  Motion passed 

unanimously. 

III.  Public 
Testimony 

At this time we will take public testimony which will be limited to 3 
minutes and will also be taken at any time during the meeting. 

There was no public 
testimony. 

IV.  Approval of 

the Minutes 

Myra Elliott moved to approve minutes dated 02/12/14; 02/26/14 and 

03/05/14.  Seconded by Robert.  No discussion. 
 

Motion to approve minutes 

dated 02/12/14; 02/26/14 
and 03/05/14.  All in favor.  

Motion passed unanimously. 

V.  Financial 

Report 

Robert Jackson, Treasurer reported that our financial report is an update dated – February - March 2014.  

As of this report still due for payout, a balance of $5, 500 for St Theresa School PV Project and 
$702,000.00 for the Solarize Kekaha Project that are allotted for these projects but have not yet been 

paid out.  Balance available for future grants to date is $311,862.88. 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  Thank you.  In the financial report, Beth do you remember the final total amount for E Ola Mau 4th 
of July was?   

Beth Tokioka I think it was $25,000 

Bruce Pleas Can we double check on that if it was approved for $23,000 or $25,000.  I was just checking where that 

other $2,000 was.   Also because we are in the financial report area.  Do we have a line item for the HCB 
for this coming fiscal year proposed?  What is in the budget?  Do you know. 

Beth Tokioka I think it was the same amount. 

Bruce Pleas Ok, for the next meeting, I’d like to get the line items for the budget and could you please advise Yvonne 
as to when it will be before the council so we can put it on the website for the public. 

Beth Tokioka I think if at any time anyone would like to write in to the council, they may do that.  It might be done. 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  Also on our financial reports, I’d like to add a B to the agenda, the quarterly, financial reports and 

final financial reports.  Ok that’s the end of financial report. 

VI.  NEW 

BUSINESS 

a.  Presentation, Discussion and Possible Decision-Making – Project Proposal – The W 

Bruce Pleas Josh, you may come forward. 

Josh Burton Good evening.  My name is Josh Burton and I am here representing The W of Kauai organization.  I’d 
like to show you all a quick video of NBC Clinics.  (Video Shown of past clinics here on Kaua’i hosted by 

The W)  Last year we had a total of 93 kids and 25 were from Kekaha.  It was held at Island School ages 

9 to 18 years old.  In addition, we do life skills breakout sessions that are implemented into the camp.  
The coaches show videos and we have discussion groups that go over skills note book which I passed 
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out to all of you.  This is a 2 minute clip that shows you what they can expect from our camp and what 

makes it so successful.  So you will see here that the three goals are Love, Belonging and Success.  Not 

only NBC but our program here on Kauai reaches out to a lot of the kids here.  You all have in front of 
you the presentation of our proposal that I will now briefly go through with all of you.  What we are 

proposing is our 3rd annual NBC Kauai Basketball camp which will be held June 16 to the 20th at Island 
School.  All of our programs are co-ed open to ages 8 to 18 island wide.  Our goal is 100 and last year 

we hit 93.  The goal is to provide 30 scholarships for Kekaha participants to attend.  As mentioned 
before, 25 attended last year.  The reason why the number was increased is because our basketball club 

here on the west side has grown in numbers from 20 participants to 80 since we brought this program to 

Kauai so I feel with that growth in numbers, we will be able to attract more Kekaha participants to that 
camp.  Our goal is to improve basketball fundamentals for the younger ages 8 to 12 and for the High 

school kids is to provide a high intensity skills camp for ages 13 to 18.  We also incorporate a week long 
skills training and the whole goal in mind when we started this non-profit and partnered with NBC was to 

provide an affordable camp for those on Kauai that can attend.  Our proposed budget for 30 Kekaha 

participants where the scholarship fee is $100 which will include a camp t-shirt which looks like this, each 
camper receives one.  They also receive a skills workbook, and if they make all-star, they receive an all-

star t-shirt and an all-star award.  Last year it was a mini basketball and the year before, it was a plaque.  
Also included in the scholarship which is overall the registration fee which covers, registration, 

advertising.  Each volunteer coach receives a shirt like this from NBC.  We want to also include bus 
transportation as we noticed over the past two years that it was a hardship getting the kids to the camp 

and they also receive a basketball and this year we will include a The W t-shirt to help us get recognized 

in the community.  The budget also includes gym rental, travel, lodging and car rental for the NBC 
coaches that come from the mainland, also included are meals for the volunteer staff who assist with this 

camp.  I am happy to answer any further questions regarding the budget.  That concludes my 
presentation.  Thank you. 

Bruce Pleas Thank you.  I’ll be opening it up for discussion at this point and I myself will be looking for a motion to 

approve funding recommendation to the Mayor.  Thank you for what you’ve done.  It looks like it’ll be 
about $268.50 per kid.  That’s definitely out of the range of most of the families that live in Kekaha.  This 

will help a lot.  If you happen to have more than 30 in my opinion, please feel free to come back 

because if there are more kids interested in going, I think its better.  I was looking at the 1800 for bus 
transportation and I was going to say maybe they can give you a better deal.   

Josh Burton Actually, that was last year quotes and it is more this year but we will work with what we have. 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  Thank you I am in support of this.  I am looking for a motion to approve. 

Tony Ricci Josh.  What you just said, I’d really like to see if you have more kids then you should bring it to us. Also, 
you should include in your budget the increase for the bus because of gas. 

Yvonne Hosaka Sorry to interrupt, I just want to make sure that you all have the budget in front of you with what is 

being proposed. 

Bruce Pleas Yes.  I would like to suggest that our form be revised to include a item for the total amount proposed.  

It’s always a work in progress. 

Tony Ricci I would like to make a motion to approve the grant with the exception that Josh be able to come back if 
he ends up with a few more participants or if he gets the actual gas cost.  Yvonne can we work that out. 

Yvonne Hosaka I would suggest that you approve based on the budget that is presented in lieu of making changes mid-

way or after proposal is approved.  If time is needed to revise the budget then I would suggest you do 
that. 

Bruce Pleas That probably is a better idea. 

Josh Burton So the quote I have is not 1800.00 it is $2400.00 this year for the duration of the camp dates.  So I 

believe it would be revised to the proposed total of $8655.00 

Tony Ricci So Josh, you went from 20 kids on the west side playing ball to 80? 

Josh Burton Within our west side basketball club. 
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Tony Ricci Ok. Do you really anticipate more than 30 because if you got that many more kids coming out. 

Josh Burton 80 is overall age between K through 5th grade.  Our club has grown due to the coaches adopting their 
coaching styles and principal.  If we do get more than 30, I can come back but this proposal was based 

on the ages for the camp. 

Tony Ricci Say Josh comes back with 35 kids, is he able to propose an additional cost for those kids. 

Yvonne Hosaka That’s a decision that you all have to make. 

Bruce Pleas The more simple way is to provide a cushion with the stipulation that any unsed funds be either rolled 

over to the next camp or returned to the CAC.  Is 35 going to be enough?  How many kids do you have 
within this age range? 

Josh Burton I believe that 30 is safe.   

Thomas Nizo Ok.  So let me get this straight.  The transportation cost is $2400.  So the amount of participants you 
want to get is 100? 

Josh Burton Total from the entire island.  

Thomas Nizo Total from the whole island is 100 and if you divide that $2400 by 100 so that’s $24.00 per person 

multiplied by 30 Kekaha kids, that’s $720.00. 

Josh Burton Not all 100 kids ride the bus.  Just Kekaha kids.  The first year I didn’t include it in my proposal because 

there are kids from Waimea and Hanapepe so I didn’t put that in and last year we had the kids ride the 
Kauai Bus.  So this year, our committee requested to put that in.  So there may be a chance that there 

will be other west side kids from Waimea or Hanapepe riding the bus. 

Bruce Pleas Well, I’d prefer having a full bus than a half empty bus and have some kids parents pay.  That’s a good 

idea and also with 35 kids its 10,097.50 

Tony Ricci Ok so I’d like to make a motion for $10,097.50, gives him leeway, the money can roll back over and if he 

gets more kids he’s safer. 

Bruce Pleas We never had a second on your motion so that motion was moot so I would just go with $11,000. 

Thomas Nizo What scares me is we are setting precedence.  Every time somebody comes up here, we just do this or 
let’s do that.  Like what Yvonne is saying, just re-vamp the budget and lets’ go with what’s on paper.  

Not just.. 

Bruce Pleas Ok so if we revamp the budget from 30 to 35 it’s $10,097.50. 

Thomas Nizo That’s what you want. 

Bruce Pleas It’s the cost from the budget. 

Thomas Nizo That’s what you’re saying.  It’s not what everyone is saying. 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  We have to figure out. 

Tony Ricci I wanted to make the motion after Josh is presenting to us that he may get more kids from what he is 

proposing in case he has 35 he doesn’t have his hands tied at 30 and then any leftover money be rolled 
over to the next camp. 

Thomas Nizo Well like Myra is asking, how did we get from 8,000 to 11,000? 

Tony Ricci Well we added the gas cost.  That’s an actual, not an estimate and then adding the additional 5 kids just 

to be safe because he’s going from a 20 to 80 club program. 

Thomas Nizo That’s community basketball. 
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Tony Ricci I know but that means you get more kids involved because with the bus, they’ll hear that their friends 

are going and they may want to go. 

Thomas Nizo I hear you.  I’m not trying to be a downer here.  That’s why you make a budget and we try and stick to 
it because if we keep doing what we’re doing we’re going to burn through this money…  I’m just saying 

this is his best guess.  He’s going based on his last 2 years.  This is his 3rd year.  If he is saying I can do 
30 kids why are we trying to press him to do 35.   

Robert Jackson I agree.  We have to be careful.  He set a budget and like you said it’s his 3rd year so he has a good feel 

of the program. 

Thomas Nizo Yes so why are we questioning that?  I support this program.  I seen it. 

Josh Burton I appreciate your support and I did keep my presentation short for the record.  

Thomas Nizo So Yvonne, what do we do from here.  Josh, actually, its up to you.  Do you stick with that.  This is your 

3rd year, you have the experience doing the event.  Don’t let us change it just because.  If you do decide 
to revise, let’s revise the budget and bring it up at the next meeting. 

Josh Burton Well, that’s a concern.  The camp is in June. 

Tony Ricci We are amending the budget to include the additional $600 for the bus correct? 

Thomas Nizo Yes.  Yvonne can we revise that budget to $2,400.00 for bus 
transportation 

Requested The W to submit 
revised budget 

Bruce Pleas Ok, we have a motion at this point with the revision of the bus transportation of $2,400.00 to make the 
total proposed amount of $8655.00 Is there a second?   

 Tony Ricci moved to approve recommendation of $8,655.00 for the W 

proposal to the Mayor. 

Moved by Tony Ricci, 

Seconded by Myra Elliott.  
No discussion.  All in favor.  

Motion passed unanimously 

Yvonne Hosaka Requested the W to submit the revised budget. 

Thomas Nizo Quick question. What is NBC?   

Josh Burton They first started out in 1970, they started out in Spokane Washington and it was Northwest Basketball 

but because it spread out throughout the world, it’s now NBC. 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  Thank you.  Next on the agenda.  Presentation from HOOK.  Will the applicant please come forward. 

New Business b.  Presentation and Discussion, Project Proposal – Advocacy Four. 

Advocacy Four Good evening, my name is Jennifer Ingersoll.  I am the President for Advocacy Four and this is Dirk 

Soma, with Naupaka Consulting.  We are here to bring to your attention, our project, Holomua Opio O 
Kekaha.  We are concentrating just in the youth in Kekaha.  When I say youth I mean ages 12 to 18.  

Primarily, our purpose is to motivate and engage the youth.  A combination of education, career 
planning, financial literacy and entrepreneurship.  We want to provide them and equip them with the 

tools and the people around the community to transition that success to high school, to college, and to a 

career.  As it states in your package, we also have goals listed. 

Dirk Soma The official packet that you have talks about the needs statement and in looking at the study for the 

family done by the University of Hawaii, you’ll see that one of the points that stand out is the level of this 

interest by middle school students with school.  It’s almost 50% of students are this interested in school 
so how do we re-engage students so that they can re-focus in completing their secondary education and 

have a pathway as they move forward.   

Jennifer Ingersoll We talk about the design and implementation we’re talking about a multitude of different workshops and 
in the packet you have examples of a couple different workshops and… you want to touch on a couple 

Dirk Soma So under the education and career planning workshop you’ll see some workshops around assessments 

starting with interest assessments, skills assessments, work values assessments you’ll also see 
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workshops in resume building, also occupational searches, building an educational plan.  A student in 

HOOK can develop a two, a four or six year education plan.  They can do college searches, they can do 

scholarship searches and they can actually do job searches as well and this is all done through the Kuder 
Career Planning system which is an on-line portfolio system that students can access 24/7 on the web. 

Jennifer Ingersoll And this is something that they will have for the rest of their life.  It’s not a cost to them.  It’s something 

that they can have and possess for the rest of their life.  Something, if they want to change a career or I 
have a different interest or I want to go into this kind of engineering as opposed to this one.  They have 

that opportunity to go out there and touch and feel what is currently out there that they can find out 
how this can improve me and what direction do I need to go to.  And when I think of industrial 

professionals I think of… I use to have a boutique and one of the things I use to do on Saturday is bring 

young women into the store and talk about marketing and gross profit.  Young girls ages 13 or 15 don’t 
know what margin is so one of the things I talk about is design this store front and whatever you’re able 

to sell, that’s marketing.  That’s marketing your product.  And what is margin.  Well that’s when you take 
the cost in your sale price and you get that margin, that profit.  So if you’re able to sell this outfit, you’ll 

earn that profit. I’ll give you that profit that you make on it.  That’s an incentive for a young girl to 
understand, ok, I understand what my cost is, I understand what the sale price is and what I need to 

negotiate to still make a profit so giving them that tool at that age and then also understanding ok, how 

do I market my product?  I’m young.  How are people who are me who are into the Ambercrombie and 
into the boutiques out there? That’s what I wanted to show the young girls that there is an opportunity 

and a different way of teaching someone about marketing and margins.  

Dirk Soma And then also within the industry professionals we will have business owners and business professionals 
come in and give career speaking opportunities, potential shadowing and mentoring, sharing life 

experiences, educational experiences and career experiences as well.  The third point that you see there 
regarding the program design and implementation is a community Hoike.  At the end of years one and 

two, we want to bring back all of the things that the students have engaged with back to the community 

and really show what they’ve learned, what they’ve accomplished and where they are planning to go.  
This way the community becomes stable as well and can support these youth as they move forward in 

their education and career path.  The last design element that is quite unique is when you talk about 
sustainability of any grant projects, we have listed there a community facilitator and one of the things 

that we know is that the counselors at the schools are just burdened with so many things on their plate 

already.  To spend any time doing any type of in depth career planning with any student. They may get 
15 minutes in the course of 4 years.  There’s 300 kids on the campus.  How much time can they really 

spend there?  So what we’re doing here is we are training a community facilitator to take the youth 
through this portfolio process through all these workshops and then at the end actually have them 

become certified as a global career development facilitator through the National Career Development 

Association.  So they will have a professional certification.  Two people in the community who will be 
resources that can sustain this project beyond the two years. 

Jennifer Ingersoll When we talk about elements, we talk about what is currently sound and established.  So when we talk 

about the tool, Kuder, we’re using Kuder Navigator and then we talk about the interested professionals, 
Kauai Chamber of Commerce and you’ll actually see letters in your packet from these industry 

professionals and the Native Hawaiian Chamber of Commerce right here on Kauai. 

Dirk Soma In the financial literacy, Hawaii Community Assets which has been working with our Native Hawaiian 
community in particular with adults and adult financial literacy, they also have a youth program called 

Kahua Waiwai and this is the youth financial literacy component that we would like to bring into this 
project so it’s a matter of buying their textbook, working with their material and having instructors take 

them through each of the lesson plans within Kahua Waiwai.  One component of that is an opportunity 

for each student to have IDA’s, Individual Development Accounts and these are accounts that are 
matched by Federal dollars, 3 to 1 for the purpose of education.  So a student starts an IDA and 

whatever the student save, I think it’s up to $2,000, the Federal Government will triple that so it’s a 
great opportunity for students who are learning about checking accounts, savings accounts, budgeting to 

have an opportunity to start saving money that are being supported through Federal Government dollars 

as well.  And then the last piece that you see there, the entrepreneurship piece, the Small Business 
Development Center, we have a letter of support from them and they will be working with us very closely 

in developing the whole entrepreneurship piece and its really great for young people to be able to dream 
about being their own business owners and going through the whole process.  So some of the activities 

there, you would see at the end of year two these students actually showing community members 
sample business plans and ideas that they’ve developed over the course of the program.  I mentioned 
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that the CDS certification, I did a project on Oahu about 4 years ago and in that project, we worked with 

the Hawaiian homestead communities, we also through our network had sites across the state and what 

you see here is the picture of the graduating class of the very first CDF cohort and these are people that 
are in their communities now who are trained and certified as Career Development facilitators who are 

servicing their communities and their organizations.  So this is what we would like to see built up 
eventually with our two community facilitators.  Have them be a part of a cohort.  It’s a 20 week on-line 

course and they would spend one weekend with a master GCDF. Global Career Development Facilitator 
and that’s where you’ll see there on our budget lined for $7,000 for the GCDF to take care of their 

registration and travel cost to spend that three days for the master instructor. 

Jennifer Ingersoll And when we talk about how are you going to evaluate?  How are you going to access what has 

happened and we put together a series of pre and post surveys and really understand, ok the 
assessment through the two year project.  

Dirk Soma So that’s our overview, you have all of the details and we open it up to any questions. 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  Any questions?  Comments? 

Tony Ricci How do you come about the two students?  Are you talking about two students? 

Dirk Soma Two adults.  Its 120 students and 2 adults. 

Tony Ricci So the 120 students are from where and what age groups. 

Dirk Soma Kekaha.  Ages middle school because that’s where we see that disengagement and then high school. 

Tony Ricci So how do you get the 120 students?  Is it part of class curriculum at the school during 8 to 3 or after 
school. 

Dirk Soma It’s outside of school.  We want this to be a community based project. 

Bruce Pleas So how are you going to get 120? 

Dirk Soma Recruiting at the schools.  Talking with the counselors, working with community leaders here who can 

make recommendations, we’ve been working with the Native Hawaiian Homestead Association and look 
at their youth and recruit youth there as well. 

Bruce Pleas And have you done a study there to come up with interest at this point? 

Dirk Soma We haven’t put it forward yet. 

Jennifer Ingersoll But we do have interested people. 

Tony Ricci Ok.  So if you shoot for 120 and you end up with half or 10.  What’s your incentive to get these kids to 

come.   

Dirk Soma The way we see it is that this is about life and this is about the future not only for themselves but for 

their ohana and community as well.  We know that we need to work through the network and through 

the families and through the schools in particular to get the youth.  If we do not have the youth, we’re 
not afraid to go door to door if that’s what it takes, where we know where youth live.  Again, we don’t 

have a ball, we don’t give away prizes or anything but we’re teaching life skills and an opportunity to be 
successful and I think every child wants that, the parent of every child in this community wants that and 

I think that’s where we really gotta make our in most.  I think through all of those things and everyone 
working together we can get that number that we are looking at.  That’s roughly about 40% of the 

population in this area so if we look at about that, that’s how we figured out our 120. 

Tony Ricci I know because that’s a lot of kids to compete for between basketball and baseball.  When I was 13, you 

weren’t talking to me but when I was 16, I was listening to you so there’s a difference.  It’s hard 
because you have to find that key.  So that’s why we’re all thinking, how are you going to get 120 youth 

to give up certain things like the beach and the girls and the boys and the you know that’s what I’m 
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more concerned about. 

Dirk Soma So again this is over the two years so if we look at it, 60/60   

Tony Ricci And that’s what you’re trying to do?  You’re trying to bring them in as a growth factor because once you 
start you don’t abandon this, it keeps going. 

Jennifer Ingersoll Exactly 

Thomas Nizo Overall, the proposal of the program it looks like well thought out.  I agree with Tony.  One is, how are 

you going to get that 120 kids in competing with sports and other after school programs.  For me, are 

you just limiting this to kids or are you extending farther out?  I think a lot of like you said, it starts from 
families and if that circular standard doesn’t stem from parents, it won’t transfer to the kids.  I think it’s 

more important to educate parents so that the circular stops and the kids realize that maybe it’s not a 
good thing to be unemployed and on welfare aspect, you know what I mean.  Maybe the program might 

be better if aimed toward the younger adults.  I mean only recently have I started thinking about 401K’s.  
So I just learned that last week. So if you think someone about it earlier in life and they have kids, it 

might transfer down. 

Dirk Soma To answer your question Thomas, the project that I ran on Oahu, our target was just 30% of the youth 

that were there.  We ended up with at least 60% of the youth.  What made it awesome was that those 
who came to the first one spread the word.  They bring their friends etc. so that’s how it gained its 

momentum and I think that when the kids access it from home and this worked with my kids.  My 
daughter worked with the program and then my son saw her doing it and asked and then tried.  And if 

we look at the commitment that we are asking for the course of the year, I don’t know if what we’re 
asking is too much time to ask of students. 

Tony Ricci Is this every day? 

Dirk Soma No.  If you look at the timeline, it says 4 day workshops. 

Tony Ricci Is this program conducive to bring in our 18, 19, 20, 21, 22.  They are done with high school, and they 
didn’t go to college and their kind of stuck and a lot of kids are talented, they’re computer savvy they 

just don’t know how to direct that savvy to something.  Are you able to what you have now, bring in 

those ages. 

Dirk Soma Yes.  We could but the only challenge that I would see there is that we wanted to catch them on the 
front side but if we need to catch them on the back end, whatever it takes.  If that’s a need in the 

community, we can easily shift and redesign. 

Bruce Pleas I think two of these suggestions are so far good because I think that even 30 year olds could use this.  
Actually maybe even more than 14 year olds.  I’m looking for some changes to your proposal here that 

could accommodate that.  That’s a good concern to me because I mean, my kid is 25 years old and he’s 
in the Army.  He knew he wanted to do this but my other kid, he knew what he wanted to do from 16 to 

18 but he really didn’t know that he wanted to be a CPA until he was 20.  So I think, more benefit to the 

community is if you could span this out.  Another thing is we need to have a scale down, if you do not 
reach your 120.  Presently now you’re looking at 20% of our budget of what we have.  You need to have 

a scale down in your budget if you have less kids. Those are two of my concerns.  It all looks good and 
exciting.  We also need some data on those groups you said are interested.  You’ll have something as 

well to work on. 

Dirk Soma Could you clarify for me what kind of commitment you want?  You want letters from 20 individuals.  
What would you like? 

Bruce Pleas Well you said you talked to some.  Just document it and say like Hawaiian Homes has 20 and other 

groups, etc.  It doesn’t have to be specific.  Just to quantify the 120.  We’ve seen this before and they’ve 
said there would be 60 people and I would come down here and there were only 4 people. 

Myra Elliott I was just curious if exactly what Bruce said.  These are aggressive numbers from Kekaha, just kids.  

That’s a lot of kids.  I was wondering if you’d break it down to one year and see how it goes before we 
even think of a two year project and scale it back for less students as well. 

Dirk Soma Clarifying point.  So are you saying we should commit to one year for half of the amount with 60 

students? 
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Myra Elliott I would like to see how it goes. 

Bruce Pleas You could do multiple scenarios.  Let’s not keep it in the box.  Now you’re getting the feedback and 
concerns that we have. We could sit down during the discussion time and all of us could get together 

and everyone could work out exactly what the committee feels and what the input is in. 

Dirk Soma Well we do have the one year budget and the one year activities so it could just be presenting year one. 

Myra Elliott So one year is $57,000? 

Dirk Soma No.  look at year one budget. 

Myra Elliott Oh ok thank you.  So 31,000 for the year? 

Dirk Soma Yes.  For year one and then there is a timeline with all of the activities that go with year one. 

Evelyn Olores My concern is that we are really unique here is Kekaha.  When we look at kids, its baseball, football, 

soccer and sometimes we don’t even have enough kids in Kekaha to make a baseball team and they 
bring kids in from other areas, Waimea, Hanapepe.  I think that the kids would be put on the line in 

deciding, do I go to baseball practice or do I go to that workshop today.  That’s my only concern.  We 
only have so many kids who may want to go to this program but because there are extra curricula 

activities, they will choose sports instead of the program.  It’s a good program, but I don’t know if you’ll 
get 120 kids. 

Dirk Soma Again, point of clarification 120 over the two year. 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  And that’s where I think if you expand it out to young adults and even adults I think you may have 
a better chance of making that number and I feel that the young adults could use this more.  They don’t 

have the drive and this would help them out a lot.  The kids are brought up by the parents and if the 
parents feel good about themselves, then the kids are going to feel the same way.. 

Thomas Nizo Like Bruce was saying.  In addition to commitment, not saying this is the program that we want to do, 

ask them what are their needs instead of us telling them this is what we are going to do.  Ask them, 
what do you want to learn to achieve better in life. 

Dirk Soma The base research that we did for the needs survey came from the Center for the family and then your 

own survey that you did for your community so that’s what we based those needs on.  I’m sure we’ll find 

more individual needs or specialized needs as we move through it but we were going to focus on these 
things.  If it’s more of a life skills kind of thing, It’s not in our grant and maybe we could find another 

person to bring in to do those kinds of things but that’s kind of what we had to focus on services and 
since we are coming in under education category of the grant, that’s why we focused on these.  If it’s 

larger life skills, we may have to bring in additional service providers but we’ll be happy to look into 
adjusting those. 

Tony Ricci I see you have equipment.  After the end of your grant.  Where does it go? 

Jennifer Ingersoll It goes back to the CAC. 

Tony Ricci Ok and then Advocacy Four is a non-profit, did you guys set this up specifically for this proposal?  Have 
you done this type of work in the past. 

Dirk Soma If you look at our packet, it talks about our qualifications, you’ll see all of the work where we did career 

education planning pieces.  So I’m very involved with the education component. 

Tony Ricci So you say four workshops.  Explain what that means.  Say I’m a kid and I’m committing to you.  What 

are you asking me to do? 

Dirk Soma There may be 4 workshops in a quarter so you got maybe 3 months, 3 Saturdays and a Wednesday. 2 to 
3 hours.  We’re feeding them and that may be one of the attractions for a lot of kids.   

Tony Ricci So if you’re doing this on the west side, what have you looked into so far, because you have rental fees, 
space fees.  Are you looking at the neighborhood center that has no fees. 
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Dirk Soma We’re looking at various alternatives.  We understand that the Homestead Center is opening up a facility 

and I know that it is Wi-Fi compatible. If we could utilize this site, I know it’s heavily used by the 

community. 

Tony Ricci But this is a no fee facility.  I think we need this not so broad.  We need more definitive answers on how 

you’re getting the kids on this side.  We are targeting a very small group compared to Lihue.  We need 

to kind of, how are we assessing some of these fees for example, if your rate is $75 per hour for 
consulting which non-profits for youth kids, those drop down and say there are only 20 kids and not 60.  

Sort of what Bruce brought up. What happens with 20 or 30.  The per kid cost changes drastically 
especially when it takes a big chunk from the budget.  I think we’re all stoked on the program but it’s 

getting more direct. 

Dirk Soma Ok.  You understand that there will be fixed costs whether there are 5 kids or 20 kids. 

Tony Ricci I think 60 is pretty aggressive.  I’ve coached kids a long time and getting 8 to show up to practice and 

they love it but it’s tough.  

Dirk Soma Another feature is if they miss one, it is repeated.  If you missed, you can come to a second. 

Bruce Pleas Ok and on your budget.  You have personnel project facilitator and data base manager.  Please explain 
that position and who would do it. 

Jennifer Ingersoll So that is the scheduling. We talk about ok, I want to make sure it doesn’t coincide with soccer.  I would 
make sure and help facilitate and how do I communicate that message and have the right student show 

up and make sure everything is ready for those facilitators in the community.  Are the laptops ready, is 

everything signed in, do we have wi-fi, making sure that we have everything ready for a student to come 
to the laptop and start doing their thing and you need someone to do go through it.  Some students may 

not be computer savvy.  Some teenagers may not be computer savvy and their parents.  Someone needs 
to be there other than the community facilitator to walk through some of these processes.  It may be 

simple to someone who uses it every day but not someone who doesn’t use it at all.  So that’s what the 

community facilitator would be.  Not only help market it and make sure its scheduled correctly and make 
sure that hey, let’s start a little bit earlier because we have to be at a game or, you know what, Thursday 

works better because there’s not many games on Thursday or a afternoon or a morning.  So that’s what 
I would help with the community facilitator.  Just to make sure they have everything so that facilitator is 

able to really be a facilitator so that the class and workshops go smoother. 

Bruce Pleas And who would be doing that? 

Jennifer Ingersoll That would be me. 

Dirk Soma And in addition, writing all of the reports making sure speakers are scheduled and all those kinds of 

things. 

Bruce Pleas And the next line item is the workshop facilitator and who is that. 

Dirk Soma That would be coming out from Naupaka Consultants who is helping doing the workshops. 

Bruce Pleas And community facilitator stipens? 

Dirk Soma Those would be the two that would be identified by the community. 

Bruce Pleas And that’s $25.00 an hour to attend training community workshops?  That’s an incentive.  More than I 
make.  Career speaker honorariums?  That’s people coming in to speak? 

Jennifer Ingersoll Yes. 

Bruce Pleas Ok now on these, it’s a total of $31,000.  About half of the $60,000 is what I consider and what I have 

always pushed for in this is these grants are to benefit the people of Kekaha and this money here is to 
spent for the people of Kekaha.  I would hope that everyone that comes forward and presents grants 

does not pay themselves.  Do it pro-bono.  I’m asking a lot and its money for the community and every 
single 10’s of thousands I can save every year can be used for something else.  So I would ask pro-bono 
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please, you’ve already in-kind 2 to 1 for the facilitator, 2 to 1 all the way down except for the stipens so 

you are taking a great load off of what you could be asking for but I hope I am asking for the community 

to please lower that cost.  We’ve always asked for people to do stuff pro-bono.  I know it’s very hard, 
but if you’re heart is in it and it’s just something I have to do. 

Dirk Soma We are not looking at paying ourselves money. Already, the rate that is stated there is marked out 50% 

the market rate for a consultant to do this type of work and in addition you have 2 to 1 in kind 
contribution so over two years period of time to compensate somebody at $15,000 for two years of 

service time.  I know what you’re asking, but you have to realize that there are costs. 

Bruce Pleas I am asking and every dollar we can save can be used somewhere else. I feel that it’s my duty to ask.  
Ok.  Anymore discussion?  This would be deferred to the next meeting. 

Yvonne Hosaka So what we can do next is any additional questions that the CAC may have can be sent to Dirk to 

prepare for the next community meeting. 

Bruce Pleas And any changes based on tonight’s discussion that has gone through that you would like to comment 

on or to submit any changes to your proposal, please submit to Yvonne.   

Yvonne Hosaka In addition, I will forward the comments from the County personnel who did peer review of the grant 

proposal as well.  Answers can be submitted via email. 

Bruce Pleas Ok I am looking for a motion to defer to the next CAC Meeting. 

Thomas Nizo Before we make a motion, I’d like remove myself from the project voting due to a conflict. 

Bruce Pleas If you have any ties to this project, you must recuse yourself from discussion. 

Thomas Nizo I can discuss, I just can’t vote hugh?  I don’t have direct interest in the project, just doing business with 

the consultant. 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  Yvonne can you check on this procedure again? 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  Looking for a motion.  Tony moves to defer HOOK Proposal to next 

CAC Meeting for further discussion and possible decision-making. 

Moved by Tony Ricci, 

seconded by Evelyn Olores. 
No further discussion.  Motion 

passed unanimously. 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  Moving on to next agenda item. 

VII.  Unfinished 
Business 

a.  Discussion and Possible Decision-Making, Form, Equipment Inventory and Request for Use of 
Equipment. 

Bruce Pleas Form is in your packet.  I will open it up for discussion.  Ok.  So I have one question.  Are these daily 

equipment usage logs.  Can these be done on the website. 

Yvonne Yes. 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  The only change I saw is on the second page.  It says, provided explanation on how the equipment 
was used.  I would like to know who was using the equipment.  I would like to know who and how they 

used the equipment.  The intent is to have the equipment for the advancement of Kekaha residents so I 
would like a log here so we have information.  And the information on both of these pages would be 

available on our website. 

Yvonne We could do that. 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  I think it should be public knowledge. 

Beth Tokioka So what equipment is this referring to?   

Bruce Pleas It is the CAC equipment.  I suggested last time, the PA system is here to be used and we have 
equipment from Rainbow Road Crew that will be returned. 
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Beth Tokioka So this equipment is in a cabinet which Yvonne controls.  Where would the other equipment be stored? 

Bruce Pleas It well hopefully there would be space here at the neighborhood center. 

Beth Tokioka Ok.  We would have to have a conversation with Parks about that.  As you know, we don’t have a huge 
center and we have to check with the Neighborhood Center Manager because we can’t have the 

Neighborhood Center Manager responsible for checking it in and out. 

Bruce Pleas And then if that’s the case then I can see the scenario would be to either have the facilitator store the 

equipment at their house.  We would have to have a discussion to see what can be done.  Or we would 
have to address that to see what would have to be done and whether HCB funds would have to be used 

and also another thing I see that needs to be addressed is who can use it and we can discuss this at a 
later date to include in our portfolio.  Also too in the future if anything that is bought with HCB monies in 

my view is Kekaha community equipment when the grant is done. 

Beth Tokioka So just thinking did we should plan ahead to these things and we can’t just assume that Kuulei would be 
responsible for those things.  I can’t commit to that. 

Bruce Pleas So we need to get the hard copies on the scenarios and what the processes would be to cover all that 

scenarios. 

Thomas Nizo At the very least, have the grantee sign something so we know what they bought and have them fill out 

one of these so we know what they purchased.  The other part regarding storage needs to be 
addressed. 

Bruce Pleas I assume that the County would have the serial numbers of all of the equipment when they managed the 

grant that’s why I never put into it. 

Beth Tokioka There may have been a receipt of purchase to verify the purchase but I don’t think we tracked it. 

Bruce Pleas We need to have a list, model numbers to verify that we have the same equipment back. 

Myra Elliott I would suggest warranty information as well. 

Bruce Pleas I can see that this isn’t going to be passed tonight.  So If anyone has anymore suggestions.  We need to 

know who is going to use it, equipment purchased, numbers, dates. 

Robert Jackson I think the quickest way is when they submit a receipt to the County that we get a copy of that receipt 
as well. 

Bruce Pleas Well the receipt wouldn’t have the warranty information or model number. 

Robert Jackson Well some kind of receipt should have that information, that’s what I’m saying. 

Yvonne Hosaka May I make a suggestion, perhaps when they submit the quarterly report that they include any 

equipment purchased during that time period?  I can sit down with Nalani to see what we can do to 

make her job easy as well.  I think we need to take ownership of these new requirements that the CAC 
would like to see.  I think that might be the best place where if they fill the form out and not include the 

serial numbers, etc. we can follow up on that and have some type of paper trail inclusive of their report. 

Bruce Pleas Yea.  I think we should have information upon purchase of the equipment and in the quarterly report, 
they can include it and I think we need to get on when we do a grant and there is equipment purchase,  

here we go government, here’s another form for the government.  That has equipment purchase that we 
need to verify that it’s the same equipment and they can include it with the quarterly report too.  All we 

need is once. 

Tony Ricci As far as equipment use.  I think that’s going to be assessed each time.  The camera is specific that has 
a whole other use and skill level criteria to another piece of equipment there in the future so I think we 

need to assess the use and who is going to use it per individual piece as it comes.  I don’t know if we 

can just put it in the envelope and say it’s for every piece of equipment.  So I think we’re gonna need to 
somehow assess it as it is being purchased.  If we get it back. 

Bruce Pleas But we have to ok this form.  Each one will come before us and we can ask the question, does someone 

know how to use this. 
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Tony Ricci And I agree with that.  I just didn’t want to get stuck on who gets to use the equipment when it’s 

returned.  That has to be assessed on what the equipment is and when we are getting it back and same 

thing with storage. If it’s small like a camera, then we might be able to bolt a lock.  If it’s a tractor, it’s a 
whole other animal.  We don’t have our own little room you know. 

 So when you review the grants and you award them, you’re going to stipulate what equipment needs to 

be returned so I think those would be the equipment that you would want to monitor.  So as part of the 
grant agreement, we can make sure that we provide Nalani with that information to include it in the 

agreement so that they know that they need to provide the information of that purchased equipment 
with regards to serial, model numbers, and warranty information.  Include that as one of the 

requirements in the Grant Agreements for only those grants awarded that you are stipulating that the 

equipment be returned.  

Bruce Pleas Because we required that for one but we didn’t require that for Kekaha School.  We let them keep theirs.  

So that would be on a case by case basis. When it’s sent in.  Ok.  So I’ll be looking for a motion to defer 

this form and come back with a process and all the stuff we discussed. 

Nalani Brun So just typically for the county, when we’ve granted in the past we don’t normally give grants for 
equipment.  Just as an opportunity for recommendation, maybe we might just want to write in there that 

and put the ownest on the grantee, they provide the service after the fact and store the equipment and 
keep the equipment up to par so for example, if they have camera equipment for the life of the 

equipment that they would be required ten times out of the next two years to provide these services in 
exchange for having these monies, besides doing their program.  That way you’re not having to maintain 

equipment and store equipment and do all these things because it’s tough to one, keep equipment safe 

and two it’s a lot of stuff to keep track of all the time for you guys.  I’m sorry I didn’t recommend doing 
that.  I hadn’t even thought about buying equipment but now that I see proposals coming in with 

equipment, it’s an idea that we might think about putting that in as an idea.  If somebody buys 
computers, then where do they need to provide that service for the life of the computer whatever that 

may be.  Just a suggestion. 

Bruce Pleas And you will take those suggestions and work with Yvonne on those.  Ok.  We are looking to defer this.  
Any suggestions would be great because you have much more expertise on these. 

Stanley Lazaro Moves to defer use of equipment form. Motion to defer use of 

equipment form to the next 
CAC Meeting.  Seconded by 

Robert.  No further 
discussion.  All in favor.  

Motion passed unanimously 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  Next agenda item.  Unfinished Business. Use of Equipment Report, Hawaii Rainbow Road Crew. 

VII. Unfinished 

Business 

b.  Equipment usage report from Hawaii Rainbow Road Crew.   

Bruce Pleas Ok.  In your packet there is a report on the 3 upcoming projects.  I’ll be looking for a motion to receive. 

Tony Ricci Moved to receive report from Hawaii Rainbow Road Crew. Tony Ricci moved to receive 
report from Hawaii Rainbow 

Road Crew.  Seconded by 

Thomas Nizo.  No further 
discussion.  All in favor.   

Bruce Pleas Ok.  Next agenda item.  New Business.  Return and Repairs of Equipment.  Hawaii Rainbow Road Crew 

VIII.  New 

Business 

a.  Discussion and Possible Decision-Making, Return and Repairs of Equipment, Hawaii Rainbow Road 

Crew 

Bruce Pleas Open up for discussion. 

Tony Ricci In the past things that I’ve gotten equipment for, we maintained them.  I would think that if you’re using 
equipment you would keep them where when things broke, we fixed them.  We didn’t go back looking to 

get it paid for.  Maybe this is the precedence that we have to figure out.  Looks like a computer, would 

that grantee be responsible to keep the warranty up to speed so if the warranty is one year, should they 
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be expended to extend it to two years if they are using it.  I know that this is after the fact on this but 

this is what is bringing up the concerns to me now.  I mean every electronic device we have hits the 

moisture meter when you take it out of the package here.  You know all our phones do that.  So was this 
ever thought of that the camera equipment, what is this for, the computer itself? 

Thomas Nizo It’s for a MacBook Pro. 

Tony Ricci Needs a $361.00 repair and how old is this? 

Thomas Nizo One year old. 

Tony Ricci So the warranty was never looked at being updated? 

Ron Olen I believe the warranty is good until June or July of next year but this particular problem is not covered 

Tony Ricci And that’s because of the moisture indicator? 

Thomas Nizo I think like what you’re saying, if like this next project is going to purchase computers, whenever they 
buy equipment, with their CAC money, they should purchase an extended warranty if their program only 

lasts one year and they extend it by 3 years and then it gets returned, so like I’m saying in your email it’s 
not covered by warranty. 

Ron Olen The moisture thing is not covered by the warranty.  I want to get it back working so that I can finish the 

three projects I was working on for the community.  I took video’s here of the garden, working on 
photographic multi-media display for St Theresa graduating class and a lady here at the senior center 

wanted me to video some craft instructions burning some DVD’s but I’m at a stand still in finishing these 

projects because of this moisture problem.  So my hope is to get the computer fixed and finish these 
three projects that I’m working on and return the computer. 

Thomas Nizo Well I think you need to fix the computer, bring it up to the point where it was when purchased.  For 

me, at the theater, the County gave me $60,000 purchase it, the server just went down and I had to pay 
$4,000 to get it fixed.  I didn’t go back to the County and say, give me another $4,000 to fix it.  My 

feeling is, you were using this all this time, you should fix it and return it to us in the same order. 

Tony Ricci I understand what you mean Thomas.  Do you charge any fees for these projects that you are doing? 

Ron Olen No.   

Tony Ricci Is there any fees that these computers are used for? 

Ron Olen None.  Like two months ago I spent two hours video tapping the Solarize Kekaha meeting, I did a nice 

video and put it up on Hoike.  I did the July 4 festival and spent 20 hours and I’ve been using it for 

community events with no fees to anyone. 

Tony Ricci I understand.  This computer is used only for these events.  Again maybe this is something that we have 
to stipulate in how we deal with these maintenance costs but since this is not a revenue maker, I think 

we should be responsible for this.  We own it.  And what’s it gonna do if it comes back to us.  If we get it 
back now, we would still have to get it fixed.  This is the learning curve.  We didn’t stipulate that he had 

to return it to us working.  And we just get past this.  That’s my feeling.   

Bruce Pleas Ok.  Mines real short.  I agree with Thomas. I would be embarrassed to come back and ask for money 
but that’s just me.  I have a question here.  On your first page, the letter about what you are doing.  You 

state the camera is ready to be returned, how do I do that.  You return it to Yvonne.  So basically where 

you are at you are stuck because you have 3 projects to complete and you have no computer? 

Ron Olen Correct. 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  So I’ll be looking for a motion on the Decision making on the repair of the equipment.  I think the 
return would be as soon as you are done.   

Tony Ricci I make a motion that we pay the $361.52 to get the computer fixed, let him finish his projects then 

return the equipment and then we can assess what we are going to do with it and use it. Otherwise its 
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taking too long. 

Robert Jackson Second the motion. 

Bruce Please Ok, we could send a letter to the Mayor for allocation of funds to have the computer repaired. 

  Motion moved by Tony Ricci, 

seconded by Robert 
Jackson.  No further 

discussion.  2 in favor, 5 
against.  Motion failed. 

Bruce Pleas We need a motion so we can go home or we’ll be here until midnight.  Even a motion to defer. 

Tony Ricci Ok so I move that Rainbow Road Crew pays for repairs, finishes projects and return equipment. I mean 
we only have two scenarios here, fix it or not fix it. 

Myra Elliott Seconded 

Bruce Pleas Discussion. 

Ron Olen When you said there are only 2 scenarios, one scenario is you all send a letter to the Mayor to fix the 

computer, second is we fix the computer, the problem with that one is I have a cash flow problem and I 

do not have the funds to fix the computer so you can go to plan b, you pay for the repairs and I pay you 
back when I have funds to do that or 3, we return the computer to you unfixed and you can fix it at your 

leisure. 

Thomas Nizo Ok.  So I will make a motion 

Bruce Pleas Well we already have a motion on the floor. Tony Ricci.  I rescind my 
motion. 

Thomas Nizo I move that all of the equipment be returned to the CAC ASAP. Thomas Nizo moved to have 

all equipment as is ASAP. 
Seconded by Evelyn Olores.  

No further discussion.  All in 
favor. Motion passed 

unanimously. 

Bruce Pleas There you go. That’s it.  We have ourselves a computer that doesn’t work.  I’ll ask at home if I have a 

old spare computer.  I hate to do this to you and that’s just the way it goes.  

Ron Olen How specifically do I return the equipment? 

Bruce Pleas You can return it to Yvonne.  Talk to her.  We will figure out where to put it. 

Thomas Nizo Just make a note that I’ll pay for that repair. 

Bruce Pleas We will take that up under an agenda item so that it goes out to the community.  It’s great that you 

volunteered to fix it but lets run it through the process. 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  Next agenda item. 

VII:  New 

Business 

b.  Quarterly Progress Report, Solarize Kekaha Project. 

Garrett Agena I believe you have on hand the distributed items from our committee.  There is more than one page.  
Ok.  

Bruce Pleas We just received this tonight so. 
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Garrett Agena The application has closed on March 31.  We have on hand 208 out of a possible 748 owner-occupied 

homes in Kekaha.  We have been scrutinizing the apps and putting it in all different forms so we can pull 

it by years, ages, and all different ways according to, actually if you look at the agenda given to you for 
our next meeting, it may answer some of your possible questions. 

Thomas Nizo There were two that didn’t meet requirements.  Out of curiosity what was the reason? 

Bruce Pleas I don’t know if that may be personal information. 

Patrick Pereira I am not going to mention any names.  One of them had his septic system put in but he didn’t have his 
house built yet.  The other one, he has years in Kekaha from the time he was born until he left for the 

service and when he moved back he inherited his mother’s house but he lives in Waimea and he goes to 
his mother’s house maybe 2 to 3 times a week.  He doesn’t live there.  His residence is in Waimea. So 

that caused the disqualification there. 

Thomas Nizo Wow.  For you guys being who you four guys are and to see two applicants did not meet the criteria 
speaks vines that you guys are very diligent in what you are doing and how you are prioritizing and 

going through the entire process. 

Garrett Agena Well going through this process, Dennis and Buddy took it very personal that we were going to help the 
Kupuna’s, well Patrick and I also, and they went way out of their way to make sure the applications were 

done correctly.  And let me tell you, I don’t think anyone could have done it any better. 

Bruce Pleas And the follow up was excellent.  You touched all bases and made sure things were right. 

Garrett Agena That was a goal from the very beginning. 

Myra Elliott So how are you going to think this out now? 

Garrett Agena A lot of organizations tell us that once you start the project there are other organizations that may be 
interested.   

Bruce Pleas And along that line, I’d like to bring this to the County’s attention, I think the county should put this out 

on you tube, social media to show what is going on. There could be outside monies.  There may be 
some incentive for some help here.  KIUC had changed their dam project because they realize there is so 

much to solar power here so they want to power regeneration.  They want to pump water up the hill and 
bring it down. 

Garrett Agena We also made a promise to ourselves that we aren’t gonna stop until hopefully we can do all 748 homes. 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  In your expense report.  You have total expenses.  So you spent money as of this point? 

Dennis Eguchi No. 

Bruce Pleas You still have the total amount in the bank. 

Dennis Eguchi We had actual expenses of $16,875 that we were supposed to have paid our project manager but 

because the project manager stipulated that we would have a place of business which is a Hale in 
Kekaha which just opened on Saturday so now as of today, we have a place of business so up until that 

time we told her, you promised those things to us and because we never got it from you we feel that we 

are not obligated to pay you and she agreed. So that’s the reason why, till today even though we had 
those expenditures, we have not paid a penny because we didn’t have our business place.  Now that we 

have our business place, we aren’t going to pay until we do the first roll out and that was also agreed 
upon.  We don’t want to put out any money and later on find out this never happened and as long as our 

project manager is willing to say, Ok, I’ll eat this one and I’ll eat that one, we’re gonna just keep doing 
this.  We have a contract with them that says this is what we need to do and they haven’t also done 

what they needed to do also.  

Bruce Pleas So basically in this expense report, what it’s showing, it says actual spent $16,875, that should be in 

parenthesis like an asterisk and says has not been spent.  Now how much are they charging you for the 
business area.   
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Dennis Eguchi It’s for the use of the building was $900 for the year.  So because of the $900 we held out $1600 

because we didn’t have a place of business.  So if you look at our statement, Exhibit B.  It’s a single open 

page from Kekaha Federal Credit Union.  It’s Solarize Kekaha and we actually have $780,400.00.   

Bruce Pleas So you made interest? 

Dennis Eguchi It wasn’t interest. It was because through all the seminars, The contractors actually wanted to give 
something. So four of them gave $100 each. 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  So please include that into your quarterly financial reports when you receive monies, “in-kind” so we 

don’t get confused. 

Dennis Eguchi So, Exhibit B, that’s the HCB Funds and that’s what we need to be accountable for right.  We also 

showed you what the total was.  We also sent it to Nalani.  Nalani did you get it? 

Nalani Brun Yes. 

Dennis Eguchi Ok. So she asked prior to this. 

Bruce Pleas So on this page, you have HCB Grant funds actual you have budgeted with $67,500 and you have actual 

total expenses $16,875.  Could you please explain the actual expenses for me. 

Dennis Eguchi The actual expenses for the $16,875 was part of the contract with the project manager with what they 

were supposed to furnish with the office, printing, office furniture, supplies, accounting compliance, that 
was the original amount that we were supposed to have given her at the start of the signature.  But like 

I said, because no office was provided, we just held up the entire amount.   

Bruce Pleas Ok.  Thank you for the explanation. 

Myra Elliott There will be interest though right? 

Dennis Eguchi Inaudible (Not on mic) 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  I am looking for a motion to receive the quarterly report. 

Thomas Nizo Moved to receive the quarterly report Motion to receive quarterly 
report from Solarize Kekaha 

moved by Thomas, 

seconded by Tony Ricci.  No 
further discussion.  All in 

favor. Motion passed 
unanimously 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  Thank you. 

Myra Elliott I am not a person of flowery words but I’d like to thank all of you for all of your hard work.  I really 
appreciate it because I know it’s a lot of time, hours and energy.  Thank you! 

Dennis Eguchi The four of us agreed and what we would like to do is once the first solar system literally goes onto 
someone’s roof, we would like to do some type of opening in recognizing the CAC and the County and all 

of the other people that have vested interest, time and knowledge in this project.  We don’t want to 

prematurely do anything so if you guys don’t mind, we would like to hold it off until we actually get it 
going and then do this. 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  Next agenda item. 

Discussion and decision making, Vice-Chair and why we need this is decisions on grants are upcoming 
and we need all of our positions filled in the event that I may need to recuse myself. 

VIII.  New 

Business 

c.  discussion and Possible Decision-Making, Vice-Chair Position, CAC 

Thomas Nizo Moved to nominate Tony Ricci for Vice Chair Motion nominating Tony Ricci 

as Vice Chair moved by 

Thomas Nizo, seconded by 
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Myra Elliott.  No further 

discussion.  All in favor.  

Motion passed unanimously 

IX.  

Communications 

Yvonne would like all CAC members to review updated contact information sheet and notify her 

immediately of any corrections needed. 

 
Tony Ricci and I went to a parliamentary training and I wanted to inform you that there is a sunshine law 

on-line training and a quiz that can be done on line, it is recommended that all of you go on line to do 
this. 

 

Also included in your packet is a copy of the budget letter that was sent to the Mayor. 
 

Next Meeting will be sometime towards the end of May.  I will inform all of you of the upcoming date. 

X. Future Agenda 
Items 

The W Volleyball Proposal Presentation for Discussion and possible decision making. 
Comments from CAC for HOOK Proposal – Further discussion of proposal. 

Equipment Usage Form 
Equipment Inventory Form 

XI.  Final Roll Call All Seven Members present 

9:44 pm Meeting Adjourned. 


